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Vita Mobility Werks (VMW), with its Forza Public
Safety division, provides mobility solutions designed to
meet an increasingly important challenge across society
today: the speed of safety. We offer a fleet of high quality,
commercial grade electric vehicles that help individuals
mobilize quickly, move swiftly, and command a strong
physical presence to serve and protect.
At VMW, we believe our society is in the midst of a
transportation revolution. The public safety landscape
is changing by the minute, the urban environment is
expanding and resource restrictions are a reality. VMW’s
Forza Series was formed to address these very issues. By
providing a comprehensive line of electric vehicles, we
are helping campuses adequately and efficiently deliver
on the safety promises ensured by institutions across
the country.
Forza provides a tangible reminder that campus
security is on the job. These electric vehicles allow
campus police to cover a larger beat, more often, while
maintaining an approachable interaction between
officers and the citizens it serves. Our three- and
four-wheel vehicles allow safe passage in areas where

full-size patrol vehicles, or two-wheel alternatives, are
unable to traverse. And at $0.01/mile in energy costs,
our vehicles are resource-efficient and eco-friendly;
they simply plug in to a standard wall outlet, saving
departments significant funding that can be deployed
in other critical areas.
In today’s society, law enforcement is doing all
it can to integrate its officers into the community,
transitioning from a “warrior” mentality to a “guardian”
mentality. But to do so, officers will require the right
resources and tools. VMW’s Forza Series, with its
indoor and outdoor capabilities, offer an ideal solution
for crowd management, parking enforcement, special
events, tailgate monitoring and patrolling. Customized
with personalized logos, sirens and LED lighting,
our vehicles provide an approachable and enforceable
presence on any campus.
VMW understands and is committed to its customers.
As a result, we offer nationwide service, a full line of
in-stock parts and a variety of payment plans to meet
individualized needs. For more on VMW and its Forza
series, please visit www.ForzaScooters.com.
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